ARNOLD GRILLER AND HIS MUSIC
by Douglas Finch

I first met Arnold Griller in 1980, on a visit to Winnipeg while I was studying in
New York. My introduction to him was a lucky coincidence, brought about through
a mutual acquaintance. I would not otherwise have known to seek him out, as he was
not then part of the musical scene in Winnipeg. He had moved from California to
British Columbia in 1963, and then to Winnipeg in 1965, where he continued to live
until 1994. I found him and his wife, Heather, to be delightful people, and we became
instant friends. It was with some initial reluctance that he revealed to me some of his
music, starting with his First Piano Sonata, which I found to possess a very personal
and original style. I performed it in Winnipeg in 1982, and later on CBC Radio – the
first time his music was heard publicly in Canada. I went on to perform a few more
of his piano pieces over the years, and most recently, with Bobby Chen, premiered his
Introduction, Cakewalk and Allegro for two pianos at the Reform Club in London.1
Notwithstanding these occasional performances of piano and chamber pieces, the
main body of Arnold Griller’s work, especially for large ensemble and orchestra, has
remained unknown before this timely release by Musica Viva and Alexander Walker,
marking the year of Griller’s 80th birthday.
It is an interesting task to try to offer some explanation about the context of
this fascinating music – what motivated it and why it has remained hidden for so
long. Griller chose to withdraw from the musical maelstrom into which he was
born, and for most of his adult life has remained in relative seclusion (for the past
twenty years in a small village in Cornwall). Although I have had many interesting
conversations with Arnold over the years about music and art in general, he has
been very reluctant to ‘explain’ his own music or to divulge very much about his
This piece was subsequently reconfigured for piano and orchestra, and will feature on the next Arnold Griller album from
Toccata Classics (tocc 0460), already in preparation.
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past. When I first began performing his pieces, he refused to provide programme notes
or biographical information, and has only begun revealing some of the extraordinary
details of his earlier musical life as I have been writing these notes.
He was born in London in 1937 into an exceptionally busy musical household.
His father was Sidney Griller, founder and first violin of the renowned Griller Quartet.
His mother, Honor Linton, had abandoned her promising career as a pianist to devote
herself to the quartet in its early years. As a youngster, among the musicians he frequently
heard in rehearsal and in concert with his father’s quartet were the pianists Myra Hess,
Denis Matthews and Clifford Curzon, clarinettists Frederick Thurston, Reginald Kell
and Pauline Juler, violists William Primrose and Max Gilbert, oboist Léon Goossens
and horn-player Dennis Brain (and, on one occasion, even his father Aubrey Brain).
Perhaps even more importantly, he listened to the quartet rehearsing works by modern
composers, among them Béla Bartók, Arnold Bax, Arthur Bliss, Ernest Bloch, Darius
Milhaud, Edmund Rubbra, Roger Sessions and Seymour Shifrin, to name but a few.
In his childhood and youth, then, Griller spent time in the company of such
eminent performers and composers, some of whom had a tremendous influence on
him. The other members of the Griller Quartet – Jack O’Brien, Philip Burton and Colin
Hampton – were a constant presence and, owing to the intense schedule of rehearsals
and concerts, effectively formed part of Arnold Griller’s extended family. They did
much to encourage Arnold’s musical development and to expand his general cultural
knowledge. For instance, Philip Burton took him to see many Shakespeare plays for
the first time, helping to kindle his lifelong passion for literature. Above all, he learned
much about how a piece of music is made from listening to his father’s countless hours
of violin practice and meticulous preparation for the performance of new works.
Arnold Griller’s first formal musical studies began at the age of five, when he started
cello lessons with Alison Dalrymple at the London Violoncello School. Private piano
lessons with Hilda Dederich began a couple of years later. He continued with these hugely
influential teachers until his mid-teens, receiving tuition not only in cello and piano
but also in musical rudiments and harmony. He later studied cello with Arnold Ashby,
clarinet with Pauline Juler and composition with John Addison before leaving school
3

at sixteen to spend a year at the Royal Manchester College of Music (now the Royal
Northern College of Music), where he studied cello with Oliver Vella and composition
with Thomas Pitfield. He was also inspired by a few of the extraordinary fellow students
at the college at that time, who included John Ogdon and Alexander Goehr.
In 1949, the Griller Quartet became Quartet in Residence at the University of
California in Berkeley, and in 1954 Arnold decided to join his family in California and
to continue his studies there. What followed was an intense period of study for him.
From 1954 until 1957 he was enrolled in the Music Department of the University of
California, Berkeley, at the same time taking lessons at the San Francisco Conservatory
in cello with Colin Hampton, piano with Lillian Hodgehead and clarinet with William O.
Smith (known as Bill Smith in jazz circles). At UC Berkeley, he also studied conducting
with Edward Lawton and took courses in Scandinavian literature.
During his first year in California, Griller was also searching for a composition
teacher. Ernest Bloch and Darius Milhaud were both eminent figures in the San
Francisco Bay area at the time, and there was talk of Arnold’s studying with Bloch, who
was one of the composers most closely associated with the Griller Quartet. But Bloch
was getting on in years and not in the best of health. Since the Quartet was starting
to play more of the music of Milhaud at that time, it became an obvious choice for
Arnold to pursue studies with him. Between 1955 and 1958, therefore, in addition to his
studies at Berkeley, Griller studied with Milhaud at Mills College in Oakland, as well as
at the Aspen Music Festival in Colorado and in Paris, where he lived for a time with the
composer and his wife, Madeleine.
Milhaud was undoubtedly the most important musical influence on Griller, who,
besides composition lessons, also had intense training in tonal counterpoint and
orchestration with Milhaud. Griller recalls how he was struck, at his very first lesson,
by Milhaud’s ability to get directly to the point, in a manner that was blunt and yet also
kind. Of paramount importance for Milhaud was the ability to move forward – not
to get stuck, not to repeat oneself. That consideration had a lot to do with the ability
to shape a line, and this aspect of melodic inventiveness became a defining feature of
4
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Griller’s mature compositional style, even in the most technically or contrapuntally
complex passages.
After his final lessons with Milhaud in Paris, Griller’s musical study came to an
abrupt end. Between 1958 and 1963 he lived in London, Manchester and Berkeley,
working at various jobs. He enrolled again for a year at UC Berkeley in 1959, this time
concentrating on the study of Scandinavian literature with Eric O. Johannesson, who
was to become an important influence on him, and a lifelong friend. In 1963 Arnold
and Heather Griller moved to Canada, where they spent two years on Vancouver Island
before eventually settling in Winnipeg. For 25 of their nearly 30 years in Winnipeg,
Griller taught English to adults at a community college, which gave him the peace and
security to continue composing.
Arnold Griller’s music is predominantly lyrical in nature – which is not to imply
that it is simple or straightforward. With each of his works, Griller seems to have laid
out new challenges in terms of dramatic characterisation, form and instrumental
possibilities. His music can stop on a dime (or a sixpence), changing mood unexpectedly
and instantaneously. It isn’t surprising that two of his most admired composers are
Domenico Scarlatti and Francis Poulenc, both of whom, in their different ways,
can be emotionally kaleidoscopic – especially in their contrast of humour and pathos.
(It is interesting to note that Griller’s love of Scarlatti began in California when he heard
Ralph Kirkpatrick perform many of the sonatas on harpsichord.) Mozart has always
been a source of inspiration to him, and Milhaud would often draw on the piano sonatas
during his lessons to demonstrate aspects of musical invention. Griller was always open
to any new music he heard, but in his student days the composers he listened to most
often were Stravinsky and Bartók.

Ensemble Seventeen (2001)
The three major works featured on this album, Ensemble Seventeen, Distant Villages and
the Concerto for Clarinet and String Orchestra, can all in different ways be associated
with the idea of ‘concerto’. With Ensemble Seventeen 1 , composed in 2001, Bartók’s
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Concerto for Orchestra comes to mind, not for any stylistic similarities, but because
of the virtuosic use of different instrumental combinations. The piece started out as an
octet of the same make-up as the Schubert Octet (clarinet, bassoon, horn, string quartet
and double bass), which Griller heard played often in his youth. This octet was later
expanded into a work for two string quintets plus flute, clarinet, bass clarinet, bassoon,
horn, trumpet and trombone (hence the name Ensemble Seventeen). Like all of Griller’s
large-scale works, it is in a single continuous movement, though with clearly delineated
sections and a wide range of contrasting textures and moods.
The work opens with a powerful barrage of repeated-note figures which gradually
break off into a variety of motifs and rhythmic figurations, most notably a fanfarelike pattern of six quavers offset over seven quaver pulses, first played by clarinet, bass
clarinet and bassoon, signalling the end of the first main section (Ex. 1).
Ex. 1

This little figure is highly developed later on, but in this first incidence it serves to
introduce the first concertante solo: a long, flowing melody for bass clarinet accompanied
by string tremolandi, which is then passed to the trombone and double bass, the first
of many strikingly characterised solo and duet episodes throughout the piece. Just as
an increasing complexity seems to be building to a climax, the music abruptly changes
course, and a new ostinato line is introduced – the notes oddly relayed between double
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bass, cello and viola, and in a manner that might be described as a habanera in the form
of a waltz (Ex. 2).
Ex. 2
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This quirky little motif continues to underlie a new series of solos and duets, starting
with a melody for violin, in canon with clarinet at double speed (giving the slightly
humorous impression that the clarinet is trying desperately to catch up with the violin).
The new melodic line, as well as the underlying ‘habanera’ motif, builds towards a tense
dramatic climax that is interrupted, in what will be seen to be a typical Griller gesture, by
a complete change of direction and mood. After a couple of minutes of sombre, sustained
strings, non-vibrato, the texture gradually builds in complexity and the earlier six-note
fanfare motif is reintroduced. Again, this build-up is cut short by a duet for horn and
double bass, leading to another slow, homophonic section that is gradually reduced to
strings only, which then accompany a soulful clarinet melody. More surprising changes
and developments take place before a clear return of the opening repeated-note motif
ushers in what might be described as a recapitulation – a varied return of previous
events in a manner akin to sonata form, but on a Brucknerian scale. In the coda, Griller
throws all the musical elements together, pulling out all the stops in terms of colour and
virtuosity.
7

Concerto for Clarinet and String Orchestra (2014)
As I mentioned earlier, Arnold becomes taciturn whenever he is asked to talk about his
own music. Even during recent conversations, while I have been writing these notes,
he has avoided the subject of his own music, often by talking about music by other
composers. For example, when I was trying to get him to say something about his
Concerto for Clarinet and String Orchestra (2014), he did tell me that it started out as a
work for clarinet and string quartet; but then he launched into a eulogy on the clarinet
quintet by Alexander Goehr and continued to talk enthusiastically and at length about
Goehr’s music in general. Although Arnold denies any musical or stylistic connection
between Goehr’s work and his own Clarinet Concerto, his love of Goehr’s Quintet does
seem to be a clue – one piece in a jigsaw of influences and connections that make this
one of Griller’s most emotional and personal works. In fact, if Ensemble Seventeen
displays Griller’s sense of humour, energy, colour and formal imagination, the Clarinet
Concerto reveals a more intimate and tender side to his personality.
The somewhat cryptic headings of ‘Dawn’, ‘Spring’ and ‘Into the Night’ divide the
score into three main sections, although a strong sense of musical continuity prevents
them from being perceived as separate movements. One can only imagine what this
hint of a ‘programme’ might mean, although it seems to stem from deep personal and
philosophical ideas.
The mood of the opening of ‘Dawn’ 2 is far from the Romantic idea of a beautiful
aurora. Rather, it would seem to represent the troubled beginnings of life – with
impatient, pulsating strings rudely displaced by violent pizzicato lines, first heard
in the cellos. Eventually the clarinet joins the strings as, from out of that ominous
‘dawn’, a new life emerges – depicted in a series of long, varied and flowing melodic
phrases. The sombre but mainly gentle mood is interrupted by a section of terse, angry
staccato utterances which grow more and more agitated, only briefly ameliorated by
gentle legato episodes, until the opening ideas return, and emerge into an extended
episode for soft, sustained strings. In the middle of this section, solo strings create a new
feeling of intimacy, bringing public and universal feelings into a more private domain.
The poignancy of these utterances is an example of how the expansion to a string
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orchestra from the original string quartet allowed Griller richer textural and colouristic
possibilities, from which he has created far more than a straightforward transcription.
As tutti strings re-enter (very softly), the clarinet joins again in a short introduction
leading to ‘Spring’ 3 . This section maintains a lighter, jauntier mood, and may in some
way represent the idea of ‘youth’. This movement (if we can call it that) also contains an
extended episode for strings alone, this time giving the impression of a ‘story within a
story’. Two whimsical indications in the score are: ‘premonition of a sheepdog and a
flock’ and ‘the sheepdog and the flock’. The aural image of the cellos doggedly hectoring
the violins and violas (the sheep) back into rhythmic orderliness (Ex. 3) creates an
episode of light relief within an otherwise serious and intense piece.
Ex. 3
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After the clarinet re-enters, and some of the earlier ideas of this movement are
recapitulated and developed, Griller again shows his ability to handle sudden changes
of mood when the opening chromatic undulations re-emerge , slow down and then
disappear into a single high violin melody, senza vibrato – another touching moment
created through the use of a string solo. This lone voice introduces the final section, ‘Into
the Night’ 4 . The slow, sustained strings, joined by the clarinet in long, tender phrases,
produce a closing section which I find profoundly moving. Not wishing to appear to be
making light of this deep sentiment, I am reminded of The Saddest Music in the World,
a 2003 film by the maverick Winnipeg director/auteur Guy Maddin. The film depicts
a strange competition for the world’s saddest music. In such a contest, I think the last
movement of Arnold Griller’s Clarinet Concerto would be a strong contender.

Distant Villages (2002, rev. 2011)
The score of Distant Villages 5 , which bears the subtitle ‘Concerto for Violas, Cellos,
Keyboard Instruments and Pitched Percussion’, opens with this text:
Driving along the A30 from Cornwall to London, you will pass many signposts showing the
way to villages and towns with names so interesting that perhaps you will decide that one
day you must visit these places: Blisland, Polyphant, Broadwoodwidger, Bratton Clovelly,
Sticklepath, Cheriton Bishop, Dunchideock, Ottery St Mary, Shepton Beauchamp.
If you start your journey somewhere in mid-Cornwall, by the time you cross the River
Tamar and enter Devon you will have been driving for more than an hour. Not long
after you enter Devon you will come to the sign directing you to the road that leads to
Broadwoodwidger. Time to stop for a break. There is a convenient lay-by, from which
you have an excellent view across the countryside. You will see the hill on which
Broadwoodwidger is situated. This lay-by is also a good place to stop on the way back
from London. If you make the journey to London and back several times a year, there is
a good chance that each time you stop at the lay-by you will think to yourself that one of
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these days you’ll really have to drive along the country road and up the hill to the village.
In the meantime, the journeys continue.

What stands out for me in this statement is not only the sense of colourful and
mysterious place-names but also the sense of journey itself. Like Ensemble Seventeen,
Distant Villages (first composed in 2002 and revised in 2011) takes the listener to many
unexpected and unusual places. On my first listening, I was struck by the rich sound
of four violas and four cellos, and how Griller seems to be extracting every possible
combination of colour and articulation from them in the extended opening section
for strings alone, with various kinds of plucking, bowing and glissandi pitted against
one another. Then, when the music seems to have run the gamut of different textural
possibilities, the harpsichord makes its appearance. My first reaction was: ‘Oh, this is a
harpsichord concerto, and what preceded it was an extensive orchestral ritornello!’ But
this impression was soon dispelled, as the xylophone, celeste, glockenspiel and marimba
made their entrances one by one. It is as if, like a master painter, Griller is gradually
adding to his initial palette some new, exotic colours. This variegated use of texture
and colour reminds me of Paul Klee (one of Griller’s favourite painters), who writes in
‘Reflections on drawing and art in general’ (1920):
Very different lines. Points. Smooth surfaces, speckled surfaces, striped surfaces.
Undulating movement. Interrupted or articulated movement. Interlaced or interwoven
elements. […] As for the possibilities of variation of content provided by colourcombinations, they are innumerable. […] And each combination will have its own
constructive expression; each organised form, its face and its physiognomy.2

The multifarious form of this piece (which, like Ensemble Seventeen, falls loosely into
a kind of sonata structure) is made up of many different sections with distinct sonic
‘physiognomies’. The strings, for me, have the starring role in this strange drama, with the
keyboard and percussion instruments playing important additional roles. An enigmatic
coda leaves things up in the air, with a succession of repeated notes and high trills.
2

Quoted in Constance Naubert-Riser, Klee: The Master Works, Ferdinand Hazan, Paris, 1988, p. 33.
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Douglas Finch is a Canadian composer, pianist and improviser. After moving to London, he cofounded The Continuum Ensemble (UK) in 1994, and has collaborated in premiering many new
works. He was Head of Keyboard at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance from 1999 to
2007, and continues there as Professor of Piano and Composition.
Denis Myasnikov, clarinet, was born in 1978 in the city of
Abinsk, Krasnodar Territory, into a family of musicians, his
mother being a piano teacher and his father a bayan teacher,
piano tuner and arranger. Denis began to study music from
the age of six and, having graduated from music school,
entered the Shostakovich Music School in Novorossiysk.
While studying there, he was a prize-winner in several windinstrument competitions in Rostov-on-Don. Graduating with
honours in 1997, he entered the Gnessin State Musical College
in Moscow, where he studied with Igor Mozgovenko. During
his time there he won an international wind-instrument
competition in Togliatti. After his undergraduate studies,
which he finished in 2002, he stayed on at the Gnessin College
as a postgraduate, leaving – again with honours – in 2005.
In his professional career since then, he has worked as a soloist in such orchestras as
the Symphony Orchestra of Russian Radio and Television and the Svetlanov State Academic
Symphony Orchestra. He is currently a soloist with Musica Viva, actively participating in all
projects of the orchestra, which he also occasionally conducts.
The career of Alexander Walker has taken him all over the world. He is particularly highly
regarded for his performances of nineteenth- and twentieth-century central and eastern
European repertoire, as well as being a passionate advocate for British music internationally.
Recent appearances have included concerts with the Russian State Symphony Orchestra,
Prague Philharmonia, Musica Viva Symphony Orchestra, Novaya Rossiya, the Belgrade
Philharmonic, George Enescu Philharmonic and North Hungarian Symphony Orchestras,
as well as with orchestras throughout Finland, Denmark, Poland, Turkey, the Balkans and
elsewhere.
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In the UK he has conducted concerts with the BBC
Philharmonic Orchestra (broadcast on BBC Radio 3), the
City of London Sinfonia and New Queen’s Hall Orchestra. He
recently made his debut with the English Chamber Orchestra
at Cadogan Hall and has been developing a relationship with
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, his concerts with them
including an Elgar birthday concert in Malvern. His recent
pioneering recordings, for Naxos, of music by Havergal Brian
and Ignatz Waghalter with the Novaya Rossiya Symphony
Orchestra and the RPO have been well received by press and
public.
Working regularly at the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden, he has toured with the Royal Ballet to the Bolshoi and
Mariinsky Theatres in Russia, throughout the USA, including
the Metropolitan Opera and Kennedy Center, as well as to
Japan, Korea, Singapore and Turkey. He has conducted performances of The Nutcracker at
the Royal Opera House as well as ballet productions for the Finnish and Norwegian National
Operas and Scottish Ballet.
Alexander Walker studied with Ilya Musin at the St Petersburg Conservatoire and has
since performed throughout the former Soviet Union, where many of his concerts have been
broadcast on national television and radio. He is a regular guest conductor in the Balkans,
Denmark, Finland, Poland, Romania and Turkey.
Passionate about opera, he has worked for companies including Opera North, Grange
Park Opera and English Touring Opera. In addition to most of the standard repertoire, he has
conducted a number of contemporary works, as well as operas by Dvořák, Janáček, Moniuszko
and Shostakovich. In 2017 he was awarded the Elgar Society Medal for his work in promoting
that composer’s music in countries where it is not well known.
The origins of Musica Viva go back to 1978, when the violinist and conductor Viktor Kornachev
founded an ensemble of nine players – all young and enthusiastic, and recent graduates of
Moscow’s musical academies. By 1988 the ensemble had grown into a fully fledged orchestra,
now under the direction of Alexander Rudin – who also gave the group its name, Musica Viva.
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Under Rudin’s leadership Musica
Viva has become a formidable musical
ensemble, ranked among Russia’s finest
orchestras. Musica Viva today is an allround musical ensemble, performing a
wide range of compositions in all styles
and genres with assured confidence.
Thoughtful programming embraces seminal
mainstream works alongside fascinating
rarities. The musicians are adept in multiple
performance practices, always aiming to get
as close as possible to the style the composer
intended – often stripping away agglutinated layers of tired ideas to reveal the freshness of the
masterpiece which lies beneath.
The heart of Musica Viva’s projects has been a series presented at the Moscow Philharmonia
called ‘Masterpieces and Premieres’, in which musical masterworks are heard alongside rarities
being returned once more to their deserved place on the concert platform. Musica Viva has
given the first Russian performances of works by Alexander Alyabiev, some of the sons of J.
S. Bach, Cimarosa, Stepan Degtyarev, Dittersdorf, Dussek, Yevstigney Fomin, Handel, Osip
Kozlovsky, Pleyel, Jean Tricklir, Mikhail Vielgorsky and many others. The contemporary
composers whose music has been played by Musica Viva include Vyacheslav Artyomov, Arvo
Pärt, Aulis Sallinen, Valentin Silvestrov and Tigran Mansuryan.
In recent years Musica Viva has increasingly been involved in large-scale projects: concert
performances of operas and oratorios featuring leading foreign singers and conductors. Under
the baton of Alexander Rudin the orchestra has given C. P. E. Bach’s The Last Suffering of Our
Lord, Beethoven’s Fidelio, Masses by Haydn and his oratorios The Creation and The Seasons;
Mozart’s opera Idomeneo, Schumann’s Requiem, Vivaldi’s oratorio Juditha Triumphans and
Weber’s Oberon, as well as Degtyarev’s Minin and Pozharsky, or the Relief of Moscow. With
the British conductor Christopher Moulds the orchestra has given the Russian premieres of
Handel’s operas Orlando and Ariodante, as well as his oratorio Hercules. The premieres in the
2015–16 season were a concert performance of Hasse’s oratorio I Pellegrini al Sepolcro di Nostro
Signore and Handel’s operatic serenata Aci, Galatea e Polifemo, in its Italian version of 1708 at
the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall in Moscow. One of the most sparkling innovations Alexander
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Rudin has introduced with Musica Viva has been the ballet divertissement Variations on a
Rococo Theme by Tchaikovsky, staged by Bolshoi Theatre ballerina and choreographer Marianna
Ryzhkina, also at the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall.
The degree of immersion in the music of many epochs has almost become a kind of musical
archaeology. That was the basis behind the concert cycle ‘Silver Classics’, which began in 2011,
where the repertoire is music that was highly prized in its own era and yet has somehow
slipped through the chinks of concert repertoire of today. The performers in this cycle include
a Young Artists’ Programme of soloists who have emerged from the ranks of European music
competitions, as well as a ‘Cello Assembly’ to which Alexander Rudin invites his fellow cellists.
Musica Viva regularly invites musicians of world status to join its performances. They
have included András Adorján, Boris Berezovsky, Giuliano Carmignola, Isabelle Faust, Natalya
Gutman, Christopher Hogwood, Vladimir Jurowski, Robert Levin, Alexei Lubymov, Nikolai
Lugansky, Ivan Monighetti, Sir Roger Norrington, Andreas Staier, Eliso Virsaladze and Thomas
Zehetmaier, and leading operatic prime donne, among them Joyce DiDonato, Malena Ernman,
Vivica Genaux, Hibla Gerzmava, Susan Graham, Julia Lezhneva, Annic Massis, Stéphanie
d’Oustrac and Deborah York. World-famous choruses including Collegium Vocale and the
state choir Latvija have appeared with the orchestra.
Musica Viva makes continuous appearances at major international music festivals and
has toured to Belgium, China, the Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, India, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovenia, Spain, Taiwan and Turkey. Every year it gives regular
concerts in many Russian cities.
Musica Viva has made over twenty commercial recordings, including releases on the
Russian Season label (Russia/France), Olympia and Hyperion (UK), Tudor (Switzerland), Fuga
Libera (Belgium) and Melodiya (Russia). Most recently the orchestra recorded an album of
cello concertos by Hasse, C. P. E. Bach and Hertel, issued in 2016 by Chandos (UK).
Flute
Nikolai Popov
Clarinets
Dmitry Belik
Denis Myasnikov
Arseny Stavtsev (bass clarinet)

Bassoon
Danil Valyukevich
Horn
Arseny Samsonov
Trumpet
Alexander Bakharev
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Trombone
Alexander Zhigankov
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